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QUESTION 1

Universal containers (UC) wants to implement Delegated Authentication for a certain subset of Salesforce users. Which
three items should UC take into consideration while building the Web service to handle the Delegated Authentication
request? Choose 3 answers 

A. The web service needs to include Source IP as a method parameter. 

B. UC should whitelist all salesforce ip ranges on their corporate firewall. 

C. The web service can be written using either the soap or rest protocol. 

D. Delegated Authentication is enabled for the system administrator profile. 

E. The return type of the Web service method should be a Boolean value 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal containers (UC) is setting up their customer Community self-registration process. They are uncomfortable with
the idea of assigning new users to a default account record. What will happen when customers self-register in the
community? 

A. The self-registration process will produce an error to the user. 

B. The self-registration page will ask user to select an account. 

C. The self-registration process will create a person Account record. 

D. The self-registration page will create a new account record. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal containers (UC) employees have salesforce access from restricted ip ranges only, to protect against
unauthorised access. UC wants to rollout the salesforce1 mobile app and make it accessible from any location. Which
two options should an architect recommend? Choose 2 answers 

A. Relax the ip restriction in the connect app settings for the salesforce1 mobile app 

B. Use login flow to bypass ip range restriction for the mobile app. 

C. Relax the ip restriction with a second factor in the connect app settings for salesforce1 mobile app 

D. Remove existing restrictions on ip ranges for all types of user access. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) is considering a Customer 360 initiative to gain a single source of the truth for its customer
data across disparate systems and services. UC wants to understand the primary benefits of Customer 360 Identity and
how it contributes ato successful Customer 360 Truth project. 

What are two are key benefits of Customer 360 Identity as it relates to Customer 360? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Customer 360 Identity automatically integrates with Customer 360 Data Manager and Customer 360 Audiences to
seamlessly populate all user data. 

B. Customer 360 Identity enables an organization to build a single login for each of its customers, giving the
organization an understanding of the user\\'s login activity across all its digital properties and applications. 

C. Customer 360 Identity supports multiple brands so you can deliver centralized identity services and correlation of
user activity, even if it spans multiple corporate brands and user experiences. 

D. Customer 360 Identity not only provides a unified sign up and sign in experience, but also tracks anonymous user
activity prior to signing up so organizations can understand user activity before and after the users identify themselves. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal containers (UC) has implemented SAML SSO to enable seamless access across multiple applications. UC
has regional salesforce orgs and wants it\\'s users to be able to access them from their main Salesforce org seamless.
Which action should an architect recommend? 

A. Configure the main salesforce org as an Authentication provider. 

B. Configure the main salesforce org as the Identity provider. 

C. Configure the regional salesforce orgs as Identity Providers. 

D. Configure the main Salesforce org as a service provider. 

Correct Answer: B 
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